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Welcome to the second edition of our annual photographic book. Forty members of the club
participated in this year’s publication.

2020 has been a very different and difficult year for the club. Like all other clubs, the Kilkenny
Photographic Society (KPS) was forced to cease physical meetings due to the outbreak of the
Covid-19 pandemic. However, KPS adapted well to the new challenges and restrictions imposed by
these difficult circumstances to ensure that our passion for photography was maintained.

In photography terms, the word “zoom” typically referred to a type of lens, however this word took
on a whole new meaning for us this year. It describes a lifeline that has kept us connected during
the lockdown period. As all photographic clubs in the country were closing down, the committee of
the KPS decided to lead the way and take our weekly meetings online. The first meeting was on
Thursday 12th March a few days before the country went into lockdown.

Zoom was the online platform we used to host virtual weekly meetings. Our weekly Zoom
meetings transported us to extraordinary places each Thursday evening with various speakers from
our own club and around Ireland. We had a great variety of presenters covering a broad range of
photography such as, wildlife, travel, street, astro, severe weather, long exposure and portrait. Most
of the invited speakers generously donated their presentation fees to local charities. I would like to
thank all those that gave presentations, especially our own members who presented their work
during the initial meetings when Zoom was very new to us all.

These Thursday nights proved very popular with large numbers of members logging in and
enjoying the presentations. Personally, I felt that the weekly meetings helped us through these dark
times and shone a small light in our lives. It allowed us to feel connected as a group, at a time when
we were physically separated.

Our monthly competitions were judged online, and our personal project night was a great success
again this year. For the months of July and August we had weekly outdoor meets, observing all
government recommendations on travel and social distancing.

The committee decided not to hold our annual exhibition this year because of safety concerns,
therefore this yearbook has an increased significance as it is one of the few outlets for our creative
talents. You can see from the great variety of images in this publication that we are interested in
and support a wide genre of photography.

A big thank you to Mark Desmond for all his hard work and for ensuring that the booklet again has
reached the highest standards.

Keep safe and keep taking photographs

Ned Mahon

Chairperson Kilkenny Photographic Society
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Suzanne Behan





Patrick Brennan





Eugene Canning





Derville Conroy





Frank Corcoran





Seamus Costello





Billy Culleton
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Mark Desmond
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Richard Dwyer
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Kevin Higgins
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Fiona Long





Andrew Magan





Ned Mahon





Bernadette Marnell
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Padraic Meade





Penny Newbery





Pauline O’ Brien





Karen O’ Hara





Denis O’ Reilly





Trevor Ogilve





Petr Petr





Anne Phelan





Patrick Quinn





Hugo Reidy





Mark Roberts





Dan Ryan





Liam Walsh





Matt Whitby





Larry Wemyss





Licentiateship Distinction

Irish Photographic Federation

Liam Good





Pauline O’ Brien

Irish Photographic Federation

Associateship Distinction






